The City of Davis
Parks & Community Services Department
presents

the

NUTCRACKER

December 20, 21, & 22, 1983

Music by:
Peter Ilyitch Tchaikovsky

Staged by:
Bob Bowen

MUSICAL SETTINGS

ACT I  The Christmas Party
Music: "The Overture"

ACT II  Dancing Presents
Scene I  Music: "The Dance"
The Mouse Raid
Music: "The March"

Scene II  Visit to the Kingdom of the Sweets
Music: "Waltz of the Snowflakes"
"Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy"
"Spanish Dance" (Chocolate)
"Chinese Dance" (Tea)
"Russian Dance" (Trepak)
"Dance of the Mirlitons"
(Pennywhistles)
"Mother Marshmallow"
"The Clowns"
"Arabian Dance" (Coffee)
"Waltz of the Flowers"

ACT III  Back Home Again
Music: "Final Waltz"

PRODUCTION STAFF

Assistant to the Director  Jennifer Terry
Stage Manager  Jon Lee
Assistant Stage Managers  Daryl Gross
Stephanie Beavers
Phil Sequeira

Stage Crew Head  Robert Weitberg
Stage Crew
Robert Weitberg

Construction Crew  Don Matteson
Jon Lee
Jason Boston
Chris Wong
Chris Wong
Don Matteson
Phil Sequeira
Greg Wershing
Robert Westergard
Derrick Wydick

Sound  Greg Wershing
Derrick Wydick
Greg Wershing

Lighting Tech  Jeri Sykes
Lighting Board Operators  Greg Wershing
Ned Sykes

House Managers  Katie Simpson
Photographer  Amy Austin
Chris Wong
Chris Wong
Phil Sequeira
Derrick Wydick
Greg Wershing
Mike Gerrell
Kim Kichorn
Dianna Fenocchio

THANK YOU

Special Costumes: Charlotte French, Pegi Hayes, Ruth Roper, Nancy Sequeira, Lewis Cleaners.
Backstage: Nancy Chadwick, Evelyn Estacio, Mary Hart, Wayne and Linda Current, Katie Morejohn,
Edit Horne, Ann DePasquale.
Special Props: Darryl Winn
CAST

Clara..........................Elaine Camus
Snowflake Queen..................Jessica Polito
Sugar Plum Fairy..............Stephanie Roh
Mother.........................Amy J. Graham
Madame Drosselmeyer..........Jenny Rolston
Snowflake King..................Brian Nosek
Fritz..........................Greg French
Drosselmeyer.....................Jeff Zerger
Nutcracker/Prince............St. John Westergaard
Mouse King......................Brandon Ross
Pipsqueak......................Emily Current

DANCING DOLLS
Shauna Bell, Jessica Hart, Jennifer Teal, Karri Winn.

DANCING CATS
Blythe Durbin, Rachel Hart, Katie Rolston, Johann Ward.

DANCING BEARS
Terra Davidson, Amy Hathaway, Daon Wilson.
Leader: Beth Gabor.

MICE
Mark Baysinger, Jeffrey Boston, Marissa Cacciari-Roy, JesseDodson, Amy Johnson, Lora Kostalek, Heather Sleuter, Denise Talesfore, Jean Tillman, Kiby Hornof, Melissa Croven.
Leader: Nancy Horner.

SOLDIERS
Leaders: Lisa Wisner and ChrisHardie.

SNOWFLAKES
Meghan Burnett, Mariah Byrne, Sarah DePasquale, Jennifer Farver, Alison Finley, Erin Hanlon, Laura Hubbard, Kerri Frankel, Hannah Lacy, Sarah McCann, Lindsey McNamary, Jennifer S. Morejohn, Janis Rosenberg, Jenny Sabatier, Rebecca Wilcox.
Leaders: Katie Austin and Jocelyn English.

Gnomes
Leader: Steve Imoye.

SPANISH DANCERS
Brad Austin, Jenny Campbell, John Cross, Breck Cushman, Sabina Dally, Allison Guthrie, Marie Jacobs, Ida Lonerdal, David E. Young.
Leader: Lynn Isbell.

CHINESE DANCERS
Amanda E. Altier, Kia Atkinson Horse, Julie Bekebrede, Alexandra Chalupe, Ciselle P. Clark, Megan Connell, Kristen Cleavenger, Whitney Roe, Elena Samaniegos, Holly Sleuter, Jennifer Zweig.
Leader: Leslie Tebbutt.

RUSSIAN DANCERS
Amy Bloomberg, Seth Buffett, Joel Geisinger, Lisa Hardaker, Cecile Hitchcock, Anna Holmes, Alex Keneff, Beth McNamee, Anthony Polito, Tony Schroeder, Denise Walsh, Adam Wol.
Leader: Kathy Towne.

PENNYWHISTLE DANCERS
Marin Andruss, Penny Bekebrede, Heidi Bradley, Karen Conley, Heather Corkery, Denise Devault, Maureen Flaherty, Nell Green, Mary Hamon, Nora Jacobs, Jera Kother, Janna Swanson.
Leader: LeAnna Gutterson, Assistant: Penny Bekebrede.

GUMMIES
Al Aldrete, Sarah Croy-Baker, Sissy Croy-Baker, Norielle Gottschalk, Jessica Kane, Sierra Flatischard Graman, Jeremy Plane, Alissa Pleau.
Leader: Lee Rigsby.

CLOCKS DANCERS
Courtney Adams, Christopher Agee, Carrie E. Cooper, Melissa Hayes, Tristie Hobley, Eileen Lee, Derek Phelan, Andrea Roemer, Shannon K. Ross, Shanta Small, Dean Peary, Bob Winn.
Leaders: Paul Yates and Steve Larson.

ARABIAN DANCERS
Leaders: Jana Gingerich and Anne Feldmeier.

FLOWER DANCERS
Suzanne Buck, Michelle Devault, Jenny Finley, Jean Larock, Lynne Larock, Maureen Morgan, Amy Silva, Megan Smith, Eric Warner, Erin K. Zuzulak.
Dancers: Moira Fitzgerald, Peg Smith.

PARTY GUESTS
Leaders: Alison Steele, Dana Christiansen, Krista Inchausti.

SUGAR PLUM FAIRY PAGES
Mary Beth Flaherty, Meredith Holmes, Sarah Keizer, Margaret Sallee, Adrian Schergel, Nell Smith, Ann Taylor, Alix Wandesforde-Smith, Becky Webb, Catherine Wyman, Elizabeth Zuzulak.
Leader: Krista Inchausti.